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What is Counter-IED UK?

- A group of UK companies all delivering excellent Counter-IED capabilities
- A strong leadership group working in partnership with UK government
What benefits do we deliver?

- We deliver a trusted, single contact to access UK Counter-IED industry
- We deliver access to experienced individuals in excellent companies
- We deliver the commercial input vital to the planning of Counter-IED effort
- We deliver access to the depth of research in industry
- We connect the right companies to clients: government officials and business partners
- We offer clients choice across all of the elements required to counter the IED threat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research/Experimentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managed Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partnering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How do clients use Counter-IED UK?

• We work shoulder to shoulder with MOD colleagues to share expertise with clients
• We visit our international partners in joint missions to listen, understand requirements and offer support
• Clients use Counter-IED UK to present options for building Counter-IED capabilities
• Clients present Counter-IED UK with requirements and work with our members to develop the best possible commercial relationship
A model for auditing and building C-IED capability

- In the fullest sense, ‘Capability’ means being prepared in every work stream, to have the ability to do something.
- For Counter IED and Countermine this involves not just the equipment, but also training, personnel, concepts and logistics.
- Counter-IED UK has developed a model for use with describing and controlling the steps

- There are six stages
  1. Immediate action of capturing the requirement
  2. Scoping the need given the clients unique mix of circumstances
  3. Set the conditions for success including a mutually reinforcing set of work streams
  4. Development of the capability in terms of planning for ‘through life’
  5. The clients acquisition process
  6. The integration of the chosen solution into service
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In Conclusion

• Counter IED UK can assist government and commercial organisations to develop capability in countering the IED threat

• We achieve this
  • Through the provision of experienced industrial companies and personnel
  • Bolstered by the support and advice of the UK DIT DSO

• Counter-IED UK provides a single contact to suppliers with a wealth of expertise, making a challenging search for capability straightforward.
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